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It is not given to many people to be 

regarded as the best in the world in their 

chosen field. When Henry Neill died in 

1906, his New York Times obituary said that 

he was reput

crop estimate expert in the world.  

This might seem an abstruse area in which 

to specialise but, at the time, cotton was the 

principle source of income for the southern 

states of America, and also for the cotton 

manufacturing towns of Lancashire. 

 ruled economies. An expert with the 

influence of Henry Neill could, without 

exaggeration, be said to have affected the 

lives of millions. And he did, not without 

considerable controversy. 

This article traces the rise of Henry Neill 

from relatively humble origins in Belfast to 

become, in New Orleans,  

Along the way, it recounts 

complicated family life and how he and his brother William (trading as Neill Brothers & Co) had to 

overcome the devastation of the of the American Civil War and the challenges of its aftermath. 

 

Background and early life 

Henry Neill was the son of Robert Neill of Belfast and his wife Letitia, née Ireland. Robert 

trained as a silversmith and, from the early 1800s, owned one (later two) jewellery and watchmaking 

shops in the city. What is known of Robert and Letitia and their extensive and far flung family is 

told in another piece, The family of Robert Neill. 

Robert was a great deal more than a shopkeeper. His interest in politics, supported by a strong 

Unitarian faith, led to a lifelong involvement in radical issues. These included franchise reform, 

poverty relief, the 

strong anti-slavery man, and numbered amongst his American friends, William Lloyd Garrison, 
1 

Henry was named for Rev. Henry Montgomery, sometime Moderator of the General Synod 

of Ulster and the uncle of his sister-in-law Margaret. No record of his early life survives. This is not 

altogether surprising since most public records for the whole of Ireland were destroyed during the 
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Irish Civil War in 1922, but at least something has survived on most of 

his siblings. Henry was born in about 1828, according to US census 

information and the records of trans-Atlantic passenger ships. He may 

have been educated at the Royal Belfast Academical Institution, as were 

at least two of his brothers. 

Then, in 1847, he left Ireland for America,2 probably arriving on 

30 November on board the SS Waterloo.3 

age of 18. With his brother he established the firm of which he was the 

junior at the time of his death... The firm was one of the first members of 

the New York Cotton Exchange, and Mr. Neill was one of the founders 
4  

Although Henry was in 

principle now based in America for 

the remainder of his life, it appears that he may have returned 

to Belfast in 1849 for two years. Between 7 December 1849 

and 27 August 1851, advertisements appeared in the Belfast 

press for Henry Neill & Co, a corn brokerage and general 

commission business, formed in partnership with his father 

bona fide business, or it 

may have been a means of enabling his brother William to continue trading while his own business 

was in difficulties. Either way, the business  was soon back in America. 

Why did he leave Ireland? This was the middle of the Great Famine, when the potato blight 

in Ireland caused the deaths of a million people. Although the Neills would not have been much 

affected directly by the famine, they were perhaps affected by the malaise in the country, and by 

the fact that up to another million Irish people emigrated to America at around this time to find a 

new life. There would not have been room for Henry in the family business, even if he had been so 

inclined: two of his elder brothers had already followed their father into the jewellery trade. 

I suspect there was another reason too. There is very little that tells us directly the sort of man 

that Henry was, but many letters survive written by his brother William from America, in which 

Henry features regularly. Although these letters are not character studies, they give an impression of 

character. Henry comes across to me as a loner, an introvert, focused on his business, not especially 

socialised: someone content, indeed determined, to choose his own furrow and to plough it. 

age, Henry was the trailblazer, and the direct cause of at least two of his siblings following him. 

 

Early years in America 

From 1854 onwards, and especially after 1859, there is a reasonable amount of information on 

Henry and his movements. However, for his formative years in the country between 1847 and 1854 

there is a blank, which can only be filled with reasoned conjecture. 

At the age of 18, coming from Ireland, Henry can have known nothing about cotton. William, 

when he arrived in 1854, cannot have known a great deal more, since his previous business 

experience had been chiefly concerned with corn. So, when the partnership was formed, the market 

expertise must have been provided by Henry, and it must have been acquired during some or all of 
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the preceding seven years. and seems 

to have been so from the beginning. That knowledge is unlikely to have been acquired in New 

York, or not only in New York, so although Henry may have come to New York at the age of 18, 

he probably did not remain there for long. He must have spent most of that time in the southern 

states. But where? 

 in the early to mid 1850s. His 

wife Catherine (Kate) was born in New York in 18322 5 and was the adopted daughter of Daniel C 

Lowber and his wife Mary. The Lowbers, originally from New York, were living in Mobile, AL, at 

the time of the 1840 census, and later moved to Mandeville, near New Orleans.  

It seems certain that, during at least most of his early 

years in America, Henry was based in Mobile. When Neill 

Brothers & Co was formed, the firm was described as being 

cotton and general commission merchants of New York, 

Mobile, and New Orleans. Then, as now, small businesses 

wanting to make an impression used multiple locations to 

suggest size and substance, but not usually without some 

basis in reality. Mobile was 

New Orleans could be justified as the home of his 

in-laws (and, later, Henry moved there too). 

The second Neill sibling to come to America was 

Eliza, who arrived in 1849,2 two years after Henry, also 

aged about 19. It is my presumption that Eliza came to help 

Henry in some capacity, and probably to keep house for him before his marriage. That presumption 

is strengthened by the fact that Eliza was married to Robert Sherwood on 31 January 1855 in 

Mobile.6 Since Sherwood had a business in San Francisco at the time, Mobile must surely have been 

When one adds to this the fact that both of sons with Kate were born in 

Mobile, and that Kate died there, the case seems conclusive. Henry Neill certainly spent a lot of 

time in New Orleans, but he and his family lived in Mobile up to the Civil War. 

 

Neill Brothers & Co 

The business was known principally for its regular circulars on the cotton market, annually to 

start with, then quarterly, and later monthly, that were sold mainly (and perhaps entirely) to cotton 

merchants and manufacturers in Britain. The first discovered references to the Neill Brothers circular 

are from Lancashire in late 18547, at exactly the time that William moved to America to join 

Henry.3 It is presumed that the British partnership of Neill Brothers & Co was founded soon before 

he left. However, the 1854 circular may not have been the first, and the British partnership may 

have been formed earlier. The American partnership seems to have been founded slightly later, 

perhaps in 1857.8  

of the circular was $25,4 equivalent to 

more than $600 today. The circulars gave precise details of cotton shipments out of US ports, 

together with estimates of stocks held in warehouses. As time went by, they became increasingly 

confident forte. In this, he must 

have been aided by a network of local informants. A newspaper notice of 1855 invited 
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the 

New York office of Neill Brothers s in Great Britain 

wholly devoted to their interests will enable them to furnish in return correct advices as to the 
9  

It is impossible to overstate the importance of the cotton trade to Britain in the second half of 

the 19th century. At the middle of the century, the industry employed nearly half a million people, 

mostly in Lancashire. It was entirely dependent on an imported crop, and the size of that crop, its 

quality and its price were essential issues for traders and employers. Anyone who could establish a 

reputation for providing this information regularly and reliably would be prized, and this is what 

Henry and William Neill achieved. They were surely assisted in this by being British, and thus 

trusted by British businessmen more than they trusted American experts who might have had 

producer interests at heart, but also by being Britons based in America, with first hand access to the 

information relayed. 

In addition to the statistical information, the circulars also dealt in political and wider 

economic issues as they affected the cotton trade, especially at times of political crisis, such as 

during the American Civil War. My impression is that, while Henry must have contributed most of 

the facts and figures to the circulars, it was William who was responsible for the political content. 

Those passages have the clear imprint of his prose style, as evidenced by his letters. 

If the idea behind the partnership was to have one brother on the ground in the southern 

states and the other in England, where the clients were  which probably was the original idea, and 

a good one, and what later happened  it may seem surprising that, 

at the beginning of the partnership, William should have lived in 

New York for five years, which would certainly have been longer 

but for his marriage. I think there were a number of reasons why 

this might have happened, any or all of which could have been 

true. 

First, William needed to learn about the cotton trade himself, 

and it must have been easier to do that in New York, where Henry 

was a frequent visitor, than in Britain. Secondly, every business 

needs a front man and  

character is correct  it would not have been him. William, on the 

other hand, was gregarious and sociable, making a wide circle of 

friends in America easily and quickly. (In a single day in January 

over forty visits but left about 7 or 8 unpaid for want of time... I 

was at it from 11 10) 

Finally, although the cotton circular became the mainstay of their business, that was not 

necessarily the original intention. it clear that he was fully occupied in New 

York. One would not think that the preparation of a then quarterly circular, for which Henry 

provided much of the information, was a full time occupation. William was involved in commodities 

other than cotton. 

chancery suit to 10)  

More to the point, a 

Company 11 suggests that the firm was trading cotton, as well as reporting it. There are other 
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reference When William was courting his 
10 My guess, 

therefore, is that Neill Brothers & Co also negotiated the purchase of cotton on behalf of British 

wholesalers or manufacturers, arranged its transportation and took a percentage of the transaction, 

probably without directly owning the shipment at any point. It may be that company records, or a 

complete set of the circulars, exist somewhere and would shine a more precise light on these 

activities. If they do, I have yet to find them. 

What does exist is a plethora of newspaper articles online (which must in turn be a tiny 

proportion of those actually printed at the time), mostly containing extracts from the circulars, 

sometimes briefly and sometimes at length. Whatever else, the Neills knew the value of publicity. 

They were quoted in every major newspaper in America, in every local paper in the southern states, 

in the press of countries like Australia, New Zealand, Malaya and India, and widely in the British 

press as well. Throughout the world, they were the experts. 

It seems that the intention was always for William to return to England, at least once the 

transatlantic cable had been laid and communications thus made vastly quicker and easier. The 

cable was completed on 5 August 1858. In a letter from September of that year, William explains 

that this means he no longer needs to be in New York and that he will be coming back to live in 

England. However, he has already heard of the breakdown of the cable, which occurred earlier that 

month

the faults or laying of another cable. I may therefo 10 The cable could 

indeed not be repaired and its replacement didn t become operational for another eight years. By 

then, William had long left New York, probably at his new wife . 

By the eve of the Civil War, the Neill brothers appear to be doing well. A contemporary 

report* (which describes them as cotton merchants of New Orleans) 

pains-taking collectors of information about the cotton crop in the country 12 Their statements of 

cotton crops and shipments appear regularly in the New York Times. In a few years, this pair of 

foreigners have gained the reputation of experts. 

(*This report was written by Frederick Law Olmsted, later the 

designer of Central Park, New York. Interested in the slave economy, he 

was commissioned by the New York Daily Times to embark on an 

extensive research journey through the American South and Texas from 

1852 to 1857. Olmsted was an old friend of the Neills, of William in 

particular, and it seems probable that they had a significant input into 

the three volumes of journalism that resulted, and also learned a lot from 

Olmsted themselves.) 

Privately, all is not as well as it seems, however. In his letters home, William confesses to 

11 December 1859). On 17 January 1860, he 

 but I fight on persistently though 

 More detail is given in a letter of 

, Borrowman & Ireffy[?] 

leaving the firm. We think it unsafe to continue saddled with the responsibility of keeping them as 

their expenses are heavy and our business small at present  I shall leave Hall here to publish the 

circular & act as a sort of agent in hunting up a few occasional customers here  & with him perhaps 

Thomas the lad  Charles [Todd] I shall send to Henry to make use of either in Mobile or N. 
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Orleans. By these arrangements we shall reduce expenses by abt $4000 
10 

It would be interesting to know what partnership was being 

dissolved. It sounds as though, in America, Neill Brothers & Co 

originally had at least two other partners. But, however difficult things 

were for William at this time, for Henry they were worse still. On 12 

June 1859 his wife Kate died in Mobile at the age of 27.5 Now Henry 

needed to combine the care of two young children with a job that 

involved constant travel. 

About 18 months later, as opinions hardened and talk of secession 

New Orleans attempted to proscribe Henry from the state for his 

abolitionist sympathies. He was saved only by his father-in-law, Daniel 

Lowber. Then, on 12 April 1861, Confederate forces fired upon Fort 

Sumter, a Union stronghold in Charleston harbour, and the American 

Civil War began. However bad things already were for Henry, they 

were about to get a great deal worse. 

 

Henry and the Civil War 

The four years of the Civil War were extraordinarily eventful for Henry in both a business and 

a personal sense. The public profile of Neill Brothers had never been higher: the cotton trade in 

Britain clamoured for information, and the Neill circulars never failed to provide it. Their reports 

attracted enormous press coverage in Britain. But, apart from the circular, the Neills no longer had a 

business. Almost no cotton was now reaching Britain from America. Not helped by an unwise 

investment in cotton production in Turkey, the British firm of Neill Brothers & Co was declared 

bankrupt at the end of the war, and the American firm cannot have been much more than a shell. 

The Neills had to start again when the war was over. 

on behalf of both sides, which created unimaginable personal conflicts and difficulties. Daniel 

-in-law, spent most of the war in prison. In between his two terms in jail, 

he was in exile in Britain, apparently conniving with Henry to run the Union blockade. Henry and 

Daniel both sailed on a blockade runner, the SS Cumbria, in April 1862, and were captured by a 

Union gunship off Charleston harbour a month later. Daniel Lowber was, I think, simply trying to 

return home. What Henry Neill was doing remains a matter of speculation. But, on the face of it, 

this dedicated abolitionist and supporter of the Union, was involved in a venture designed to bolster 

the Confederacy (and, perhaps more relevantly, his own finances.) 

The full story of these events, and it is an amazing story, is told in a separate piece, The Neills 

& the American Civil War.  

 

Crawling from the wreckage 

The Neill brothers were both resilient men and they were determined to rebuild their 

business. 

three reporters to assess the crop in the cotton states and then assembled their local observations 
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into a cautious estimate of 1.5 to 1.8 million bales for the September 
8 

friend, the journalist E L Godkin, founder of The Nation and editor-in-

chief of the New York Evening Post, though what he knew about 

cotton is hard to say.13 

 

cotton trade, and conspicuous for many years by their 

trustworthy statistics, of cotton  the Messrs. NEILL 

BROTHERS  gives us some very interesting data on this 

important topic. The different partners have traversed carefully, 

since the war, the various portions of the cotton-growing States 

 one taking the Atlantic States, another Tennessee and Northern Alabama and 

Mississippi and a third Arkansas, Louisiana, Red River and Texas. 

Widely conflicting estimates of the Southern stocks of cotton have been 

confidently put forward since the surrender of the rebel armies, some running as high as 

5,000,000 bales, and others as low as 500,000. 

The most favorite figures, and those which it was understood the Treasury 

Department had sanctioned, from investigations made for revenue purposes, being 

1,500,000 bales of all kinds, old and new. The Messrs. NEILL, however, have arrived at 

the conclusion that the supply will count up from 2,000,000 to 2,100,000 bales, of 

which they estimate the old stocks at 1,650,000 bales, and the growth of this year at 

400,000; and it appears by the data they furnish that more than half of the entire 

quantity, viz., 1,090,394 bales, have already been sent to market. 

This fact alone seems to justify their estimate, that the total will not fall short of 

2,000,000 bales, however much it may exceed it. 14 

Already, though, the seeds were being sown of what would, three decades later, become a vast 

bone of contention in the cotton industry, with Henry at the centre of the maelstrom. The issue was 

the relationship between volume and price. In a localised, piecemeal production, individual growers 

acted in no co-ordinated way. If they saw cotton prices rising, they planted more cotton. As a 

consequence, in the next season, volume increased and prices fell, so they then planted less. And so 

on ad infinitum. 

"The mania for greenbacks and the high price that cotton has been lately 

bringing, we fear will induce the planters of the South to put too much land in cotton 

next year. The ordinary calculations of prudence and sound reasoning should premonish 

them against such a policy. 

Why is it that cotton sells at such enormous prices as now? Plainly because of its 

scarcity. And the price will inevitably decline as the production increases. Messrs. Neill, 

Brothers & Co., of New Orleans, well known for the accuracy of their statistics 

regarding cotton, estimate the present stock of cotton in the United States, old and new 

crop, at something over two million bales. If this be true, which we do not doubt, a large 

crop next year, say four million bales, would unquestionably bring down the price to 

ante-war rates. On the other hand, a crop of half that amount would probably not 

materially decrease the price. Would it not, then, be better for the people of the South 
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to raise only two million bales, which would bring them as much money in the markets 

of the world as four millions? 15 

This eminently reasonable argument would be forgotten in the 1890s, when the newspapers 

of the south descended like a hurricane on Henry and preferred to blame him for the 

overproduction of the growers. 

At the end of the Civil War, William, by now resident in England for five years, came back to 

America to help rebuild the business. His visit took him to Memphis, Galveston and New Orleans  

the only known time that he went personally to the southern states. He wrote home to his wife 

Susan as follows: 

17 October 1865, from New York: 

negroes seem to be nearly all leaving the 

plantations & wandering about. The 

reconstruction going on on the presidents 

plan some Republicans passing it but the 

radical section condemning it.  

 24 December 1865, from New 

Orleans: 

buy cotton for them there [New York] and 

it seems a pity not to gratify them and at 

same time lay the foundation for a 

profitable business for Henry during the summer instead of having him loafing at 

Fishkill all the time... The idea that the crop wd be nearly all in by Decr proved a 

mistake... Long after the southern ports are cleared N York will have plenty of cotton.  

 14 January 1866, from New Orleans: is idea in favor 

of Galveston & chiefly because Charles can do there and I should have been required for 

Memphis which I know you would not relish... The fact is that New York has become 

the great focus of the cotton trade drawing from here from Memphis from Galveston 

Mobile Charleston & Savannah and there is every prospect of our doing a splendid 

business if we re-open there. Formerly it was a poor cotton mkt but all that is changed 

by the war and by the crowd of steamers from there which are now carrying on the 

trade. These take the cotton across so rapidly that we may execute an order over & over 

half a dozen times in the course of the season & thus earn five or six commissions while 

here we can only do it once or sometimes twice in the season. Thus with the same 

number of customers we could do four times the business and make our fortunes in a 

fourth of the time! And then should I be free to go with you to Switzerland or Italy or 

where you like!  

[I should like to be able to interpret this information. One cannot execute the 

same order half a dozen times. William must surely be saying that, based in New York, 

the firm could fulfil more orders since shipping is quicker. But there may be an 

implication that the firm intends to charter cargo space on ships, or already does so.] 

The fact is we are emboldened by seeing the position in New Orleans. There are 

comparatively few of the old cotton houses now in the trade and although very small 

orders come now to this port it is so far away & prices are too high we have got an 
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unusual number of them. We have orders at present from over forty different people but 

the valuable name as authorities (which we have this season more than ever) all the year 

round instead of only for six months which is the case here. Henry will probably be 

leaving here by 1st April & from then till Octr a full six months we should have expenses 

running on & no business if we have not an office in New York. The plan is to open 

there in April when he gets north I finding him all the business I can when I get home 

and then for me to come out in the fall to relieve him  probably early in Septr next, 

before the rough weather & in time for you to see the autumn foliage on the Hudson 

etc. 10 

The subtext of these letters is that William is trying to convince Susan that he needs to be in 

New York for several months during the following winter, she accompanying him, which he knows 

she will not want. He attempts to sugar the pill in numerous small ways (only for a season ... the 

autumn foliage ... the summer to be spent in Belsize Lodge ... the prospect of carefree days of travel 

when he has made his fortune), but nothing alters the fact that he is telling Susan what is going to 

happen. Whether it did or not I do not know, because no letters survive, but I think it did. I think 

that the following winter (1866/67) was spent in New York and cemented the future pattern of Neill 

Brothers, as well as providing the opportunity for William and Susan to adopt Charlotte Edings. 

It seems that the brothers increasingly went their separate ways once they had jointly re-

established the business in the wake of the Civil War and their bankruptcy. William was based in 

London. Henry remained in New Orleans. Their joint business was listed in the New York 

directories (at 134 Pearl Street) until 1875, but not thereafter. They were constantly in the New 

Orleans directories, mostly at 198 Gravier Street. However, from 1878 onwards, that listing was 

under the name of Henry Neill & Co, no longer of Neill Brothers. The British partnership of Neill 

Brothers & Co came to be between William and a George Thomas Edington, and was dissolved in 

1884.16 William had for some time been 

concentrating on other commercial interests apart 

from cotton. Whatever the corporate 

circumstances, what is certain is that, from the low 

point of 1865, Henry built his business and his 

greatest cotton crop estimate expert in the world.  

For a long time, he seems to have done so without controversy. In the absence of information, 

it is hard to be certain, but what has survived on the internet is probably a reasonable guide. There 

is plenty on the 1860s, and plenty on the 1890s, but nothing much between, and certainly no 

inkling of the contentious figure that Henry would later become. 

 

The storm of the 1890s 

The age of rampant, unfettered capitalism was drawing to a close. Producers, and consumers, 

were beginning to organise themselves. Governments were starting to take an interest in key 

markets, and those markets were becoming politicised. Not long before, Henry Neill had seemed to 

be alone in calculating the cotton market, and no one minded. Now, large companies, names still 

familiar today  like Dun, Atwood and Bradstreet  were involved. The Federal Government was 
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piling in with its own estimates. Cotton producers and their representatives were joining the fray. 

Henry had competition. 

-century 

whirlwind of commodity speculation 

and government and private crop 

Neill, who achieved credibility on 

both sides of the Atlantic by 

maintaining what he characterized as 

and mail with his brother in London 

throughout the late nineteenth 

century. An Irish immigrant who came 

to New York at eighteen, Neill, along 

with his brother William, founded in 

1857 the firm of Neill Brothers, 

cotton merchants with offices in New 

Orleans, London, and Liverpool. Neill, who also worked as a cotton trader, was one of 

the earliest members of the New York Cotton Exchange and also a member of the 

cotton exchange in New Orleans, from where he exerted considerable influence on spot 

and futures markets in New Orleans, New York, and Liverpool. Newspapers hailed Neill 

Neill counted at least one thousand subscribers  almost all of them in England  to his 

cotton letters, which he sent out four times each year, but his eagerly anticipated 

forecasts reached a far wider audience through newspaper coverage that often published 

long excerpts from his letters. 

stood little chance to profit in national or international markets as they watched cotton 

and wheat prices continue their sharp slide. The 1890s brought the largest cotton yields 

in history  a record 8.6 million bales in 1890-91, a record 9 million bales in 1891-92, a 

record 9.9 million bales in 1894-95, a record 11.2 million bales in 1897-88, and then a 

record 11.27 million bales in 1898-99  and thus precipitous drops in price. New York 

prices reached near-record lows in 1894-95 (5 9/16 cents), 1897-98 (5¾ cents), and 

1898-99 (5 5/16 cents), and after shipping costs, some growers bemoaned a price of less 

asked the New Orleans Daily Picayune 

actual or prospective, which has caused the depression. The real trouble has been the 

estimate of Mr. Henry Neill forecasting the yield at 10,300,000 bales, and even more 

disproportionate influence on the cot 8 

It is interesting to note that, in the extract above, the Daily Picayune excoriated Henry for 

depressing prices by estimating the 1897/88 yield at 10.3 million bales. In the event, the crop turned 
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out to be 11.2 million bales. This gives a foretaste of the prejudice and subjectivity that increasingly 

characterised the debate. 

Henry Neill was widely 

regarded as the primary market 

mover. A recognized cotton 

authority in Britain by the 1860s, 

status on both sides of the Atlantic in 

the 1890s on the basis of his 

uncannily accurate predictions of the 

three largest yields in history. But 

plunging commodity prices and 

economic depression, came to 

represent the crisis in the cotton 

economy in the minds of southern 

growers who launched a campaign of 

statistical New York 

Tribune 

stabilize the value of cotton on the market or increase the perceived value of crop 

reporting, but rather combined to yield more, not less, market volatility. 

optimistic crop estimates. In March 1894, a letter to the editor of the Manchester 

bsolutely no other. Lancashire is indebted  has been 

again and again highly indebted  to  But not everyone believed in Henry 

Neill, particularly those cotton growers and commercial trading firms in the United 

States who grew increasingly criti 8 

In that quotation from Lancashire lay the heart of the issue, which was one of perspective. 

The cotton producers, not surprisingly, had their own interests at heart. Henry Neill did not. The 

problem for the cotton growers was that large yields meant tumbling prices. By alerting cotton 

om his horn has been 

known to knock the price of cotton down 50 points, which meant an apparent reduction of nearly 

$20,000,000 in the value of the crop. The spinners had the most absolute faith in his predictions, 

and his influence so dominated the market that, regardless of what conditions might seem to 
17 

The problem for the growers s opinion was usually right. So was it fair to 

blame him for something over which he had no control, and merely forecast correctly? One might 

think that over-production by the growers and a failure to plan the release of stocks on to the 

market were the real sources of the problem. I suspect that other forces were also at work. Henry 

was not only a foreigner who never took American nationality, but a foreigner from the old colonial 
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oppressor. And not only that, but an opponent of slavery, who had taken the part of the Union in a 

war that had destroyed the old South and the basis of its prosperity. No wonder he was hated. 

So when he got one season s predictions a 

little wrong (1898-  badly 

wrong (1899-1900), vengeance was wreaked on 

him by southern newspapers on an epic scale. 

 18 ... 
19 ... 

more than all the boll worms, rust, floods and 
20 

21 22 ... [A] 

hard-working producers into the hands of sharp 
23 24 24 

24 23 24 (The 

popular press never changes, does it?) 

Amongst the accusations hurled at him was that his predictions were governed by self interest. 

learn that he was always influenced by 
20 But even if Henry did stand to gain personally from his estimates, I can see nothing 

improper in it. Henry predicted. He had no control over the outcome of his predictions. His clients 

were British merchants, not American producers. His reputation, and his influence, existed only 

because his predictions were so often correct. 

9/1900 crop concluded that he had 

deliberately manipulated and misrepresented rainfall statistics in arriving at his figures.25 

chief tormentor, the Atlanta Constitution, had a field day: 

purposes. His figures were grossly inc 26 Henry may have 

knowingly manipulated the figures.  I think 

that Henry felt himself to be an artist, not a scientist. Statistics are justifiably more flexible in the 

eyes of an artist, even if  in the end  his conclusions for those two years were wrong. If he 

deliberately falsified estimates for his own private gain, that is another matter entirely, but  despite 

the allegations  there is no evidence that he did, or to question the fact that his self interest lay in 

producing accurate estimates. It seems more likely that a proud man, buoyed by past successes 

against the odds, dug his toes in when it would have been wiser to admit a mistake.  

No one questioned the integrity of the other forecasters who got it wrong in all the years that 

Henry got it right, despite being under furious assault. 

the cotton bears, with Neill still sticking to his 

prediction and the crop movement working in full 
27) It would seem that 

the southern growers, and the newspapers that 

spoke for them, would rather their customers were left in the dark about the size of the crop, in the 

hope of keeping prices artificially high. One might also ask why the American commercial 

forecasters and the Federal government, all of them vastly better resourced than Henry, were so 

 

Shipping cotton from New Orleans 
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consistently wrong in underestimating the crop, if not also to keep the price artificially high on the 

basis of false projections. 

a bear, but as an estimator anxious above all to maintain my reputation for accuracy in my 
28 Unless deliberate manipulation out of self interest can be proved, this statement is self 

evidently credible. For most of the many years that Henry produced his estimates, they were 

reliable and usually in the first 

place, and exerted his influence. Nevertheless, whether fairly so or not, the storm did damage his 

reputation and the final few years of his life showed a diminution of his influence. 

no words by him and few 

about him that reveal what he was like. 

have attempted to research in detail (and there have been many) always end up raising more 

questions than they answer. Clouds of murkiness envelope his every footstep. Firm answers are 

always elusive. 

It may reasonably be said that, researching at this distance of time and with not a great deal to 

go on other than his public record as a cotton forecaster, this is not surprising. But I think it is 

significant, and indicative. I know more about Henry than about any of his siblings except William, 

yet I feel as if I know little, and know almost all of the others better. 

In no field of study is the murkiness greater than  love life and his family life. That 

is the field in which I would now like to disentangle the assorted crops that are entwined there. In 

we know. There are known unknowns. That is to say, there are things that we know we don't know. 

But there are also unknown unknowns. There are things we don't know we don't know.

make a good epitaph for Henry. 

Let us start with the known knowns. 

 

Henry, Kate Lowber and their children 

adopted daughter of Daniel and Mary 

Lowber of New York, then Mobile, then New Orleans. She was about four years younger than 

Henry and was born in 1832. Her birth parents were William Tell Schultz and Violetta Lynch,29 

was a friend  and possibly, at the 

time, employer  of Daniel Lowber. Kate died in Mobile in 1859, aged 27.5 By that time, she had 

borne Henry two sons: William Lowber Neill, born in Mobile on 5 November 1855,29 and James 

Wilson Neill, born in Mobile on 13 April 1857.30 

M (whose role in proceedings is considered later) and, at least for 10 

Whether this was in Memphis or whether, at least for some of the time, they accompanied Henry 

on his travels, is unknown. They were evacuated to Britain before the Civil War started. On the UK 

census of 7 April 1861, the 31 Three 

months later they were in Holywood, near Belfast, presumably staying with other uncles.32 

nts 
29 This latter year may have 

involved staying with William and Susan in Hampstead. 
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The boys did not return to America with their father in September 1865.3 Their eventual date 

of return, and their whereabouts for the ensuing few years, 

Gunnery School at Washington, Conn., 1868 to 1870; two years at the Edwards Place School in 

Stockbridge, Mass., 1871-72; then two years in Crefeld, Germany, followed by five years at the 

Royal School of Mines at Clausthal, Germany. 29 

William Lowber Neill left a brief hand written 

Alabama, Nov. 5 1855, son of Henry Montgomery Neill, 

a Cotton Merchant  who was born in Belfast, Ireland, 

and Catherine M. Schultz, who came from a Hudson 

River town and was at the time of her wedding, the 

adopted daughter of her Uncle and Aunt, Mr. & Mrs. D. 

C. Lowber. Her parents were William Tell Schultz and 

Violetta Lynch both of whom were dead at the time of 
29 William 

went on to become a metallurgical chemist. Like his 

father, he achieved distinction in a narrow field: 

 

Orleans cotton trader, was the first employee 

hired by the Solvay Process... Educated as a 

metallurgical chemist in European universities, 

Neill had worked for Cogswell at Mine La 

Motte. In addition to being a fine chemist, 

Neill was also fluent in French and German 

and knowledgeable of five other languages. In 

other vital information received from European Solvay companies. 33 

William spent most of his life working for Solvay or associated companies, mainly in America, 

sometimes in Britain. At his retirement he was working for the Cassel Cyanide Co Ltd (now a part 

of ICI). On 27 June 1933, William was present at a dinner at the Savoy Hotel, London, given by the 

Delegate Board of that company in his honour.34 He married Louise Babcock (1870-1948) of 

Syracuse, NY,5 and they had one daughter, also Louise (1904-66),2 5 who married Jack Persse.5 35 As 

far as I can discover, Louise and Jack had no children. William died in Syracuse on 6 January 1936. 

According to his obituary in the records of the Mining and Metallurgy Institute: 

 

the Solvay Process Co., died in Syracuse, N. Y., on Jan.6, 1936... Mr. Neill was elected 

36 

Like his elder brother, James Wilson Neill trained as a metallurgist. He spent his working life 

and James] met Mr. W. B. Cogswell... My brother entered his employ as manager of Lead Smelting 

Works at Mine La Motte, Missouri. I was the 29 After Mine La Motte, James 

lived and worked in Montana and Salt Lake City, before settling in 1907 at 400 Arroyo Terrace, 
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Pasadena.2 He was married in St Louis on 1 August 

1881 to Anne E Miller, born in Memphis on 15 June 

1858.37 They had one daughter, Violet M, who may 

have died in California on 19 June 1909.5 James 

registered several US patents relating to metallurgy 

and mining. He died on 23 December 1944 in Los 

Angeles.38 Anne  who described herself as an 

Oriental dealer, with some of her collection 

appearing in subsequent auction sales  died there on 

11 May 1953.38 

 

Henry, Mary Schultz and their children 

of Alexander and Margaret Schultz of Matteawan, near Fishkill Landing in New York state. They 

married at Christ Church, New York, on 29 July 1863,39 in the middle of the Civil War and about a 

 

Two sons were born to them in rapid succession. According to the obituary of one of them, 

40 When he applied for US 

naturalisation (witn

1864.41 However, since he was baptised on 19 August 1864 under a different name, he appears to 

have known neither his own name, nor his birthday. 

I don t know why Henry Harmon should have been born in Matlock, with which there is no 

known Neill connection. But it was a fashionable spa in the 19th century, with over twenty hydros, 

and not far from Manchester and Liverpool. Perhaps Henry took Mary there for her health and the 

hot springs induced labour, intentionally or not. At any rate, Henry Harmon was baptised at St 

Henry Neill.42 

metamorphosed into Henry Harmon. The location of 

the baptism suggests that Henry and Mary were staying 

with or near 

school in London. 

, a second son, Hamilton, was born, also in England, 

probably around June/July 1865. He was baptised at the same church in Hampstead on 23 July 

1865.42 Shortly afterwards, the family returned to America, the Civil War now over. A month later, 

Hamilton died. -- On Sunday, Oct. 22, HAMILTON, infant son 

of Henry M. Neill, and grandson of Alexander H. Schultz, aged 4 months. 

Funeral this day, (Tuesday,) at 2 o'clock P.M., from the family residence, 
43 

Henry Harmon Neill trained as a lawyer, but practiced as a 

journalist. He wrote a section on sport for the Baedeker Guide to the 

United States of 1899, was an authority on old New York, and is reported 
44 He 

 

400 Arroyo Terrace, Pasadena 
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became a naturalised American in 188541 and died on 19 July 1909. According to his obituary, 

The Evening Mail since 1894, died yesterday at his 

was graduated from the Columbia Law School and School of Political Science in 1886, being 
40 

He married twice. First, on 29 July 1890 in Miami, to Alice Ogden, the daughter of Frederic 

Ogden of New York.45 Presumably she died shortly afterwards because, on 11 January 1893, Henry 

married Virginia Hartshorne Patterson in Springfield, Mass.46 They had one son, also Henry 

Harmon (known as Harmon), born on 22 October 1893.47 

With Harmon, it is better to start with what can be 

stated with reasonable certainty, because there is plenty that 

cannot. He was an artist, who worked in his early years as a 

freelance illustrator for magazines in New York, living for a 

while at 2237 Broadway. He was enlisted into the US Army 

on 19 October 1917 and released on 12 November 1918,47 

but there is no record of actual military service in World 

War I. In 1930, he was living in Miami with his wife Angela 

and 4 year-old son John W.2 In 1940, he was in Pleasant 

Valley, NY.2 Thereafter he lived in Ogunquit, on the 

Maine/New Hampshire border, where he died in December 

1980.48 He was President of the York Art Association and 

references to him can be found in many local newspaper 

articles in and around Ogunquit, all in connection with art. 

League ... and at the New York School of Fine and Applied Art ... He began his career 

Associated Sunday Magazine, , Vogue,  and . Giving up 

illustration for painting, he exhibited portraits and other works in various galleries in 

New York City ... After having been a summer visitor to Ogunquit for many years, he 

became a year-

the New York Times Magazine and Art Digest. They hang in private and public 
49 

can do is to report the information available, not 

all of which may be reliable. In 1917, on his draft 

registration form, Harmon described himself as 

married. On the 1920 census he was single. On 

the 1930 census he was married to Angela, née 

Warde (to whom he could not have been married 

in 1917, for reasons of age). On the 1940 census 

he was married to Corley (who may or may not 

have been Angela). On 3 January 1948, he married 
 

Evelyne [Neill] Reading by Harmon Neill 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Self portrait by Harmon Neill 
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Evelyne Harper in Maine.50 Independent evidence exists to support only the last of these 

statements. He certainly had a son, John W, with Angela, who in turn had three children of his 

own.51 Harmon also had three children with Evelyn.51  

John W Neill (1925-93) was also an artist. 

coast is Perkins Cove in Ogunquit... During the 

1960's and 1970's there was one artist ... John 

Neill, who also painted in the Cove... Neill 

painted what he saw. He used hard strokes and 

captured the rugged landscape of Maine, 

Marginal Way, and the wild north Atlantic 

waters. John Neill painted tourist art. He painted 

en plein aire in Perkins Cove, next to his blue 

boxy van, that was always parked next to Jackie's 

Restaurant. His father Harmon Neill, was a listed 

artist and his mother, Angela Ward was a 

ballerina who performed at Carnegie Hall. Neill's Great Grandmother was a Romanov, and cousin 

to Czar Nichol[a]s. She was also a ballerina in her native Russia. 52 

 

The known and unknown unknowns 

On 18 September 1865, the SS City of Boston 

docked at New York. On its passenger list, with alleged 

ages, were: H M Neill (38), Mary Neill (36), Jane Neill 

(4), Agnes Neill (2), John Neill (infant), Thomas Neill 

(infant) and Mary Schultz (18). (Also on board were 

-in-law, Charles Loring Brace, and Chas 

M Todd, an employee of Neill Brothers.)3 That passenger 

list is concrete evidence of the next mystery. 

Henry Neill was now to married Mary Schultz, so 

she must have been the Mary Neill on the list, although she was in fact aged about 30. Her mother, 

Margaret, died Her obituary Two daughters, arriving 

from England but a few days since 53 The Mary 

Schultz on board was presumably the second 

daughter, although her first name is unlikely to 

have been Mary. The two infants must have been 

the sons born to Henry and Mary in the previous 

year or so. But their names were Edward and 

Hamilton, not John and Thomas. Why the 

had become a fashionable slang term in Britain for 

a penis.) 

 
 

SS City of Boston 

 

John Neill and his blue boxy van 
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With or without that particular imputation, key questions remain. Who were Jane and Agnes 

Neill, aged 4 and 2. Was Henry their father too? Who was their mother? Where was she? Were 

these their real names, and ages? 

There are two further pieces of documentary evidence that shed some light on these 

questions. Both are from letters written by William Neill to his wife, one just before the Civil War 

and one just after it. The first was written on 20 November 1859: 

 letter from Dora [their sister]. Poor girl she had 

written Henry a letter which he only got on board ship after sailing with us for England 

in July telling him her griefs Mather remonstrating with him on the subject of Mrs M 

and to this she received a cruelly unjust & unfeeling reply... I wrote Dora accordingly a 

long letter of advice as to her management of H[enr]y  to draw him off from Mrs M as 

much as she can of love & sympathy consulting his tastes making herself a companion to 

him on the various subjects he has an interest in and above all making herself a mother 

to the children  that H[enr]y was the devoted servant of any woman who was wrapped 

up in & dependent upon him for her happiness and that if she rivalled Mrs M in these 

respects she with her more pure & refined nature would beat her rival out of the field  

but that she must never lecture H[enr]y on the subject  leave him to find out the right 

& wrong of it for himself  as he is sure to do ultimately. & at any rate that this course 

would continue & cement the brotherly & sisterly love between them which any direct 

interference on her part would only break up  for Henry has I am sorry to say shewn 

old 10 

What does this letter suggest, apart from the fact that Henry has been behaving badly 

towards his sister Dora? It sounds as though Mrs M was the wife of the Mather referred to in the 

letter. She was clearly eldest sons, perhaps also a travelling companion, 

perhaps rather more. 

to remonstrate with him. Whether Dora was intended to supplant Mrs M in the childcare role, or to 

be additional to it, is open to question, but Henry is sensitive on the subject, and William 

 

The next relevant letter from William was written six years, one Civil War, one marriage and 

at least two children later. It was dated 17 October 1865, a month after Jane  and Agnes  Neill 

accompanied Henry back to America I think I told you in my last that 

H[enr]y is to keep the house including the girls & [illegible] but paying no rent for house furniture 

garden gardener cart or horse which fall to the Old Quarter [in New Orleans] to pay for. A very 

good arrangement if they can keep the troop of relatives at a distance. 10 

the phrase, as he does on 

other occasions, it refers to two or more 

are demonstrably elsewhere and, in any case, the phrasing is inappropriate 

Then, what is the house that Henry is to keep? Not his own, from the phrasing, or at least not 

wholly his own, as the keeping of it seems to have been the subject of a negotiation. Possibly it was 

connected with his first wife, but  as far as I can tell  she and Henry lived in Mobile, and Kate 

died nearly two years before the Civil War started, so one would imagine that the domestic 

ramifications had long since been sorted. The Lowbers lived at Mandeville, some miles from New 
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Orleans, on the far side of Lake Pontchartrain. They could 

. 

 The truth is unknown, and probably unknowable. But I think it is likely that 

Jane  and Agnes  Neill, that they that those 

were not necessarily their real names. Their mother might have been Mrs M(ather) or, just as easily, 

, and perhaps Henry has come to 

keep the house, which may have been worth very little in the aftermath of the Civil War, in 

exchange for paying for the upkeep of the girls, for whom (I imagine) he would have had no legal 

responsibility at that time. How the Old Quarter of New Orleans came to be involved in the 

negotiation is a question that only a local historian could answer, but that might shed further light 

on proceedings. 

on the passenger list are taken at face value, they would have 

been conceived in about 1860 and 1862 respectively. I suspect that the ages of the children 

probably are correct. Henry appears to have taken up with Mary Schultz in July 1862, when he 

brought her back to England,54 so  Jane

before late 1859/early 1860, it seems probable that William would have referred to her, or to the 

situation, in his letters. The beginning of the period would be consistent with Mrs M(ather) as a 

mother. The ending is more problematical and requires more information 

during the Civil War.  To pile if upon maybe

since Henry was involved in a planned blockade run into New Orleans in early summer 1862, he 

might have made a journey to the city in the previous 12 months, as reconnaissance for the run and 

 might have been conceived. 

on the SS Cumbria had some connection to these children and their mother. (This episode is 

recounted in detail in the piece on the The Neills & the American Civil War.) But Henry never 

reached New Orleans in May 1862, and by then Union forces were in command of the city. So 

England? Henry returned in June, along with his 

sister Dora,54 which may be significant if she was caring for these 

H s only other known trip to America during the war was 

in July 1863, 

died by now and perhaps, somehow, Henry managed to bring her children back with him. 

born on 13 

October 1860 on St Helena Island, between Charleston and Savannah. Her story is told in full in 

the piece on The early life of Charlotte Augusta Edings. I have concluded that Henry was probably 

nclusion and he well could have been. 

Catherine M LOWBER (SCHULTZ) = Henry Montgomery NEILL = Mary Lowber SCHULTZ

(1832-1859) (c1828-1906) (1835-1901)

William Lowber = Louise Babcock Anne E MILLER = James Wilson 'Jane' ? Alice OGDEN = Edward Henry (Harmon) = Virginia Hartshorne PATTERSON Hamilton

(1855-1936) (1870-1948) (1858-1953) (1857-1944) 'Agnes' ? (1864-1909) (1865)

+ ??

Louise = Jack PERSSE Angela WARDE = Henry Harmon = Evelyn M HARPER

(1904-1966) (1902-1988) (1893-1980) (c1928-  )

John W = ?                          Harmon Clotilde (Cloe) Jeremy

(1925-1993)

aa

Violet M

(?-1909?)
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Given what is known, or must be strongly suspected, it would not come as a huge surprise to 

discover more mistresses, more children, even another wife, of whom no hint of information 

survives. It was a cruel misfortune for Henry to have lost his first wife so young. But, with an 

evidently amorous nature and a lifetime of opportunity as he traipsed the cotton fields of the 

southern states, perhaps the affairs and the children would have come anyway. At any rate, it is 

impossible to say, apart from the descendants of Henry Harmon Neill, what other descendants of 

Henry may exist. 

 

Deaths in New Orleans 

, Mary, died in New Orleans in 1901,55 having established a local reputation as an 

artist under the name of Mary L Schultz Neill. Henry died five years later, the victim of a streetcar 

accident. Newspaper reports citing Neill Brothers continued up until the eve of World War I, so his 

company survived him for a while. This was  full obituary in the New York Times: 
 

HENRY M. NEILL KILLED. 
__________________ 

Famous Cotton Statistician Victim of 

New Orleans Trolley Accident. 

Special to The New York Times 

NEW ORLEANS, Sept.12 Henry M. Neill of Neill Brothers & Co. of London, 

England, and reputed to the [sic] the greatest cotton crop estimate expert in the world, 

died here this afternoon as the result of injuries received in a street car accident this 

morning. 

While hailing a car, which was moving very rapidly, Mr Neill stood too near the 

track and the front step struck him and hurled him to the ground. 

 
__________________ 

Henry M. Neill was one of the oldest and most prominent cotton men of the South. 

For forty-nine years he was the junior member of the firm of Neill Brothers of Mobile, 

New Orleans and London, which he founded with his brother, William Neill, in 1857. 

In that position he became the leading statistician of the South. His estimates, which 

were issued yearly, were noted for their accuracy. 

Mr. Neill was born in Belfast, Ireland, in 1838 [misprint for 1828]. He came to New 

York at the age of 18. With his brother he established the firm of which he was the 

junior at the time of his death, and of which his brother is yet senior member. The firm 

was one of the first members of the New York Cotton Exchange, and Mr. Neill was one 

of the founders of that body. For many years Mr. Neill had lived in New Orleans. He 

was a member of the New Orleans Cotton Exchange and occupied prominent positions 

on many of its committees. 

Mr. Neill was leading writer on cotton topics in this country. He first issued a 

monthly pamphlet in London, which is the highest priced publication of its kind in the 

world. It has four pages, and the subscription price is $25. Mr. Neill never wrote for the 

Government. 

He had just returned to New Orleans from a visit to New York when he was fatally 

hurt. He stopped with his son, Henry H. Neill, one of the editors of The Mail and 
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Express, while in New York. He was received with honors on the New York Cotton 

Exchange during his visit. Mr. Neill at the time of his death was a citizen of Belfast, 

Ireland, as he never was naturalized.4 

, and a full and eventful life. But, 

however much I have been able to find out about Henry, I feel there is a great deal yet to discover. 

Whether it is susceptible to discovery is another matter. 

 

 

 

Jim Powell, 11 October 2013 
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